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ORIGIN 

Bordeaux, France 

 

APPELLATION 

Côtes de Francs 

 

VINEYARD 

35-year-old vines on 40 

hectares of limestone clay 

slopes. 

 

BLEND 

70% Merlot 

20% Cabernet Franc 

10% Cabernet Sauvignon 

 

FARMING 

Harvested by hand in 

order to select the best 

grapes; de-leafed and 

sorted again on table 

 

WINEMAKING 

In temperature controlled 

stainless-steel tanks  

 

AGING 

+/- 12-14 months in oak 

barrels 

1/3 new barrels, 2/3 

one-year barrels 

 

ALCOHOL CONTENT 

14% 

 

ACCOLADES  
THIS WINE IS NOT YET RATED 

 

The Merlot extracts from these soils that silky, unctuous 

texture so characteristic of the best Right Bank wines. A 

mature and fully-developed aromatic profile shows 

raspberry and other small berry notes, with a delicious 

hint of deep chocolate. In the mouth the wine is 

stunningly silky and develops in stages, with great 

roundness, admirable structure and harmony, medium 

body and moderate tannins. A smooth and long-lasting 

finish make this one superb wine… 

One of the oldest properties of Bordeaux, Château de 

Francs still has struc-tures built in the Middle Ages on 

one of the highest hillsides of the Gironde, in the Côte de 

Francs appellation (located at the very eastern edge of 

the Bordeaux wine region, it is the small-est appellation 

in Bordeaux). The Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Cabernet 

Sauvignon vines rest on a clay-limestone terroir very 

similar to that of the Saint-Émilion plateau (the reason 

the two Saint-Émilion masters were attracted to the 

property). 

In 1985, two old friends took over Château de Francs: 

Dominique Hébrard (former owner of Château Cheval 

Blanc) and Hubert de Bouard (co-owner of Château 

Angelus). Both these respective Châteaux have reached 

their highest possible ranking: Saint-Émilion Premier 

Grand Cru Classé A. The passion and expertise of these 

two friends have made Château de Francs a sure value 

and brought the wine to magnificent levels… 

 

“Ruby black color. Green, roasted aromas and flavors of toasted herbs, 


